1. Introduction. For each p ^ 1, let L p be the Lebesgue space whose elements are real or complex valued measurable functions ƒ(x), defined over -oo <# < oo, for which the integral (l.i) r\j{x)\ux
is finite. The distance ||/2 -/i|| between two elements f± and ƒ2 of the space is defined by / /»oo \ lip (1.2) || / 2 -A|| = J J I ƒ,(*) -Mx) \"dxj .
For each p^ 1, L p is a linear metric complete separable space. Let E be a set in L p . The linear manifold M(E) determined by E is the set of all linear combinations (finite) of elements of £. The span S P (E) of E in L p is the closure in L p of M (E) ; an element cj> of Lp belongs to S P (E) if and only if to each e>0 corresponds an element f € of M(E) such that ||0-/«|| <e.
Let/GLp. For each real A, the translation f (x+h) of f(x) is also in Lp. Let 7/ denote the set of translations of/. Wiener [2, pp. 7-9] x showed that if/GL 2 , then ^(T/) is the whole space L2 if and only if the real zeros of the Fourier transform of ƒ form a set of measure 0. He [2, pp. 9-19] showed also (and this was much more difficult) that if /Giii then Si(T/) is the whole space L\ if and only if the Fourier transform of ƒ has no real zeros. He [2, p. 93] 
Simple step functions.
A simple step function is a function F(x) which has a nonzero constant value over a finite interval a ^x <a+2b and is zero elsewhere. The positive constant 26 is the width of the step function. With each simple step function F of width 26, we may associate the normal step function G defined by
-00 U and g(0) = (2/7r) 1/2 6. This transform is bounded, continuous, and in L p for each p>\. Since g(u) has real zeros, the second theorem of Wiener cited above implies that SI(TG) is not the whole space Li. Since the set of zeros has measure 0, Wiener's first theorem implies that S2(TG)=L2.
Hence, when p = 2, the conclusion of Theorem 1.3 follows from Wiener's theory.
3. Two lemmas. We shall use the two following lemmas. LEMMA 
Let p^l and let f be an element of L p . If S P (T/) contains g, then S p (Tf) contains S P (T 0 ).
This is a consequence of the fact that linear combinations of translations of linear combinations of translations of ƒ are linear combinations of translations of ƒ. Let c, a, and hi be the constants such that F(x) = c when a^x <a+hi and F(x) = 0 otherwise. Let h > 0, and let g(x) be the simple step function for which g(x) = 1 when 0 ^x<h and g(x) = 0 otherwise. Let e>0. We shall prove Lemma 4.1 by giving an explicit formula for a linear combination g e (x) of translations of F(x) such that ||g -g € ||<e.
Let m be the least integer for which mh\>h and let H=mhi. Let This completes the proof of Lemma 4.1 and hence also that of Theorem 1.3. It is apparent that the above method for approximating g(x) in L p , (4.6) P>1, fails when £=1; when p=l and e is small, one is unable to choose a positive integer n such that the last inequality in (4.7) holds. As a matter of fact, no method can serve. For if g(x) could be approximated in Li by linear combinations of translations of G(x), then we could prove that SI{TQ) = LI; and this would contradict the second Wiener theorem cited in §1. When h, H, and e are fixed, e being small, the number n of terms in (4.4) required to define the function g*(x) is a function of p which increases as p decreases. This indicates that the approximation in L p of g(x) by linear combinations of translations of G(x) becomes more difficult as p decreases toward 1. This is in accord with the fact that the approximation is impossible when £=1.
5. An indicator. Let p^l and let ƒ be an element of L p . The number !<*>(ƒ) defined by
where the g.l.b. is taken for all F in M(T f ) and the l.u.b. is then taken for all g in L p for which ||g|) = l, is an indicator of the extent to which linear combinations of translations of ƒ(#) span L p . If S P (T/) = L P , then I Cî?) (/) = 0, and the converse holds. In any case, OrgI (p) (f)S1. It would be interesting to have information about 7 (2,) (/). The author has very little. It seems to be true that if ƒ is a simple step function, then 7
(1) (/) = 1.
A corollary of Theorem 1.3. When one is seeking to determine whether S P (T/)~L P ,
the following theorem may be helpful. 
Let e>0. In case g(x) = l over 0^x<h and g(x) = 0 otherwise, (4.5) shows that the function g e (x) defined explicitly in (4.4) has the required property provided n is chosen so great that n~l<e. In case g(x) = c over a^x<a+h, the function cg € (x-a) has the required property. This proves Theorem 7.1. 
To prove this theorem, let e>0 and choose M such that
Because ƒ (#) is uniformly continuous over -M^x^M, we can construct a step function <t>(x), vanishing outside the interval -Mèx g M 1 such that
Since </>(#) is a linear combination of simple step functions, it follows from Theorem 7.1 that there is a linear combination ƒ € ix) of translations of Fix) such that (7.7) \<l>ix) -ƒ.(*)! < e/2, -oo < x < oo.
The required representation (7.2) follows. There are, of course, bounded functions which cannot be uniformly approximated by step functions, that is, by finite linear combinations of simple step functions. For example, sin x and sin x~l (the latter function being defined to be 0 when x~0) cannot be. However, the conclusion of Theorem 7.3 holds for all functions fix) so approximate. CORNELL UNIVERSITY
